Dalbury

Built on the innovative Nissan NV200

Elevating roof

5 or 6 speed
manual
transmission

Choice of 90/110 ps
diesel or fully
electric drive

Full range of
interior colours
and ﬁnishes.
Full range
of exterior
colours

The Dalbury is a versatile micro campervan, ready for your next
adventure whether it’s climbing mountains or just a trip to the shops.
With great fuel consumption, a smooth driving experience and the option to go all electric, the
Dalbury is highly versatile for its size.
The Dalbury is a versatile 2 berth micro campervan
based on the Nissan NV200. It comes with the traditional
side conversion featuring a well equipped kitchen for it’s
size, an easy to use rear seat/ bed and an elevating roof
that allows for more standing space.
Like many of our campers, the Dalbury, is ideal not just
for camping but also as an everyday vehicle. It drives just
as well as a car, eﬀortlessly keeping up with modern
driving conditions. It also has great fuel consumption and
is capable of ﬁtting in a medium sized garage with its
compact size of only 4.4 meters. Although it is compact,
the Dalbury comes with a front passenger swivel seat

Dalbury Accenta

that spins to form a comfortable dining area. The table
slots easily in place, and is stored out of sight when not in
use. The rear RIB seat/bed is comfortable and sculpted
whilst driving and in the evenings it’s capable of
converting to form a completely ﬂat bed for a great
nights sleep.
The Dalbury also features an underbody water tank and
low voltage LED lighting throughout. The
kitchen area boasts a 39-litre fridge, a sink and a 2 ring
hob that is hidden under a unique sliding
worktop compartment, along with plenty of storage
space in the cupboards.

Dalbury Tekna
In addition to Accenta:

Front fog lights

14” alloy wheels

Colour reversing camera

Body coloured front & rear bumpers

Nissan anti-theft system immobiliser

Cruise control

Thatcham approved alarm system

Manual air conditioning

Steering wheel mounted audio
controls

Passenger airbag
Nissan connect touchscreen sat nav

Dalbury E Accenta Rapid
100% electric ENV200 Rapid charging
port
Air conditioning with climate control
Nissan intelligent key
Heated seats & steering wheel
Rear view camera

Camper Van Features
Elevating roof
RIB rear seat/bed with integral 3 point seat belts and head rests
Passenger swivel seat
39ltr low energy fridge with a freezer compartment
2 burner hob and sink
Underbody water tanks
AGM leisure battery with split charging system
Mains hook-up with charging system for leisure battery
Internal 12 & 230 volt sockets
Optional diesel heater
Space saving sliding tambour doors on the cupboards

Vehicle Speciﬁcation
Remote central locking
Electric mirrors & windows
Electric stabilisation program
Bluetooth connectivity
Trip computer
Multifunction steering wheel
Rear view camera
Cat 1 alarm
Range of 1.5 DCI euro 6 engines, 100% electric option
Front fog lights
Range of vehicle options

Day Mode

Night Mode

Comfortable lounge area with a driver’s side
kitchen, equipped with a 2 ring hob, sink and fridge.

Completely ﬂat, comfortable bed that leaves the
kitchen and all but one of the cupboards accessible.
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Length: 4400mm | Height: 1920mm | Width: 1695mm*
*dimensions are guidelines only

Love & care
Of course all of our Dalburys beneﬁt from
being built with some of the latest CNC
technology, allowing us to ﬂawlessly cut out
the furniture before our expert craftsmen,
each with a passion for the industry and
years of experience, hand furnish the
vehicles with great love and care.
Here at Hillside Leisure we have no hidden
extra costs. We are upfront with pricing,
with everything included in the price
quoted. You can rely on us to provide
outstanding customer service and vehicles
that are second to none. Feel free to give us
a call, send us an email or pay us a visit to
test drive your new camper.

The Dalbury also comes with the option of being built on the all-electric
ENV200, the worlds only fully electric and eco-friendly production
campervan, with upto 106 mile range, capability for 80% charge in half an
hour with rapid charging, low running costs and an amazingly smooth
driving experience.

01332 207 976
hillsideleisure.co.uk

Chequers House, Chequers Lane, Derby DE21 6AW

All images, facts and figures are correct at the time of printing. Hillside Leisure Limited reserves the right to change vehicle specification and pricing without prior warning.
For more details on our terms and conditions, visit our website at www.hillsideleisure.co.uk

